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Selling modern safety      gear can be rewarding 
It came without warning. I heard 

what sounded like the crack of a 
.22 ri� e and suddenly I was falling.  

A split second later I hit the ground 
and tumbled down a slight slope. 
� e unthinkable happened and in an 
instant, I was the victim of a treestand 
accident. It’s funny how fast your brain 
can react in a crisis and all I could think 
of as I fell was that I was going to break 
something, hopefully not my back or 
neck.  Two seconds earlier I stood on 
a solid oak step about 14 feet o�  the 
ground, now I found myself lying in the 
snow on my back. 

� e lack of pain caused me to think 
I might have been paralyzed from the 
fall and fear began to overtake me. 
Lying in the snow staring at the darken-
ing sky, I calmed myself and began to 
access the damage. I could lift my head 
and move my � ngers and that was good 
news.  � en I tried moving my toes and 
found I could.  I lifted my right leg and 
then my left and realized somehow I 
was unhurt.  � e snow, my heavy down 
jacket and thick wool hunting pants 
somehow worked in harmony and kept 
me safe. 

� is nearly tragic event happened 
about eight years ago during the � re-
arms deer season here in New York’s 
Southern Tier.  Earlier in the afternoon 
I decided the crust on the snow made 
quiet walking impossible so I did some-
thing I have never done with snow on 
the ground. Using solid wooden steps 
nailed to the tree trunk, I climbed to a 
hunting platform my friend built on his 
property about six years before. It was a 
good location for possibly seeing deer 
and I was optimistic. 

� e fall left me rattled but unhurt 
and for that I am grateful.  � e next 
day I went back to the spot and discov-
ered although the hard oak step was 
intact, the nail holding it to the tree 
snapped, sending me plunging to the 
ground. As an experienced bowhunter 

I never climb with something in my 
hand and was happy I had � rst lowered 
my unloaded gun to the ground before 
I started to climb down. Had I not done 
so the outcome may have been worse. 

As a result of that experience and 
since that time, I never, but never, climb 
or descend a tree without wearing a 
full safety harness which is attached to 
a safety line.  Every autumn, there are 
hunters across America who are hurt in 
treestand accidents and many of them 
are hurt seriously. In fact, it’s safe to 
say more hunters are killed or seriously 
injured in falls from elevated stands or 
platforms than are hurt in any other 
way including shooting incidents. 

Last year a hunter in Pennsylvania 
was found dead at the bottom of the 
tree from which he was hunting: His 
safety harness lay unused at the base of 
the tree.  In another case a hunter was 

found hanging upside down from his 
safety belt, the life choked out of him 
by the very belt he thought would save 
him. Last fall, my daughter-in law, an 
optometrist in North Carolina, had a 
16 year old patient tell her she had just 
lost her father.  When asked how, the 
youngster said he fell out of a tree while 
bowhunting and was killed.  

Since a safety harness is so impor-
tant every treestand manufacturer 
includes a basic full body harness 
with every stand they sell. In addition, 
upgraded safety vests and related gear 
like climbing ropes and descenders 
have become an important category 
in their own right.  Today’s o� erings 
are comfortable, easy to use and hunt-
er friendly. In addition they are quiet, 
light and don’t interfere with a hunter’s 
movement so they are more likely to be 
used every time a hunter climbs a tree. 

Taking some-
one hunting 
is not only 
fun, but safer 
than ever, 
thanks to the 
Hunter Safety 
System HSS 
Lifeline Plus. 
Two attach-
ment points 
on the popu-
lar Lifeline 
system allow 
two hunters 
to remain 
attached from 
the ground 
to the stand 
and back 
again. The HSS 
Lifeline Plus is 
easy to use and 
is the perfect 
safety acces-
sory when kids, 
spouses, or 
even a � lming 
partner wants 
to share a tree 
stand. 
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Selling modern safety      gear can be rewarding 
The vast majority of injuries 

incurred in falls from elevated plat-
forms are preventable. By using com-
mon sense safety precautions and good 
fall restraint equipment while install-
ing, ascending, descending, and hunt-
ing from elevated stands, these injuries 
can be eliminated so that hunting from 
trees can be rewarding as well as safe.  
By o� ering top rated safety equipment,  
dealers can make it less likely their 
customers or friends will be injured or 
killed in a treestand accident.  

In the past, many hunters, myself 
included, assumed they were safe 
because they wore a safety belt to pre-
vent tree stand falls. If a fall did occur, 
the simple belt would most likely have 
squeezed the life out of the hunter 
because it only supported him around 
the waist. It could also have allowed 
him to � ip upside down. Today, a full-
body harness with straps encircling 
the upper body, legs, and shoulders  is 
the only type of device approved 

and recommended by the Treestand 
Manufacturers Association (TMA). � is 
type of system does a better job of 
distributing the shock of coming to a 
sudden stop and it keeps the hunter 
upright, increasing the chance he may 
be able to regain the stand or reach tree 
steps or ladder.  

Old-style belts or chest-type har-
nesses are no longer recommended 
and should not be used.  Full-body har-
nesses come in several designs includ-
ing the standard strap and buckle har-
ness and vests with the harness incor-
porated into the vest itself.  Since there 
are several styles available, it should be 
relatively easy for almost any hunter to 
� nd a harness that is safe, comfortable, 
and easy for them to use. 

Regardless of the type of full-body 
harness purchased, dealers should  
make sure it is properly sized to � t the 
customer and that he or she is within 
the speci� ed weight limits for that par-
ticular harness.  Most harnesses on the 
market will comfortably allow enough 
adjustment to accommodate the heavi-
er clothing likely to be worn during 
cold weather. Dealers should make 
their customers aware that treestand 
safety involves using a complete safety 
system including a vest and harness, 
lineman’s safety rope, and a means to 
stay attached to the tree while ascend-
ing or descending. 

Using a safety line and harness is 
a start to preventing serious injury but 
it is not enough. If a fall should occur 
there must also be a way for a hunter 
to get down from the tree before he 
eventually loses consciousness due to 
blood pooling in the legs. � e heart can 
pump blood into the legs through the 
arteries while suspended but it can’t 
get back through the veins because 
of the pressure of the leg straps on 
the groin.  Ultimately, blood pressure 
begins to drop and the person passes 
out. Eventually, breathing becomes 

di�  cult and brain damage ultimately 
occurs, resulting in death.  Fortunately, 
manufacturers are recognizing these 
problems and are o� ering products 
that address them.  

Let’s take a look now at what it 
takes to guarantee a hunter’s safety 
from the moment his foot leaves the 
ground to the moment he returns to 
earth and what is available to ensure 
your customers return to your store 
next hunting season. 

Gorilla
In 2012, Gorilla, Inc., a leading 

manufacturer of treestands and acces-
sories, announced the introduction of 
the new G30 and G20 Series of safety 
harnesses. Both of these safety harness-
es feature all-season comfort, adjust-
able easy-on and easy-o�  � t and a com-
plete 360 degree range of movement.  
� e G20 safety harness is designed for 
hunters who desire an a� ordable har-
ness without sacri� cing the quality or 
comfort of the popular G30.

If the unthinkable happens and a 
hunter should fall while climbing into 
or out of his stand, the force of the 
fall can be signi� cant. � is is why the 
design team at Gorilla developed and 
incorporated Energy Absorbing System 
(E.A.S.) tethers for both of these har-
nesses.  � e company says the G-series 
E.A.S. tethers reduce the felt fall force 
by nearly 40 percent.

Buckling dangling straps on some 
harnesses is a nuisance for many hunt-
ers so they are inclined not to wear 
them. Hunters will be more likely to 
use either the G30 or G20 because the 
adjustable form-� tting harness design 
goes on so easily. Both harnesses are 
lightweight and give the hunter a cus-
tom � t with maximum range of motion 
for all-season comfort and freedom.

� e G30 model weighs only 3.6 
pounds and it won’t be uncomfortable 
in hot weather because it is breathable. 

By Mike Raykovicz

adjustment to accommodate the heavi-
er clothing likely to be worn during 
cold weather. Dealers should make 
their customers aware that treestand 
safety involves using a complete safety 
system including a vest and harness, 
lineman’s safety rope, and a means to 
stay attached to the tree while ascend-
ing or descending. 

a start to preventing serious injury but 
it is not enough. If a fall should occur 
there must also be a way for a hunter 
to get down from the tree before he 

The patent pending Energy Absorbing 
System (EAS) of the Gorilla G30 safety 
harness reduces the felt force of a fall by 
nearly 40 percent. This advanced tether 
will gently stop a fall with assurance and 
security. Lightweight and breathable, it 
has an adjustable form-� tting design that 
goes on easy. The G30 comes with an extra 
long 30 inch tether for maximum range of 
motion. One size adjusts to � t a 28 to 51 
inch waist.
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� e G30 has an arched back style and a 
waist belt-free design for a more com-
fortable � t that goes on in seconds.  
� e extra long tether provides a full 
360 degree range of motion so a hunter 
can’t miss getting a shot regardless of 
how he has to move. � e G30 safety 
harness also features comfortable pad-
ded shoulder straps and backrest for all 
day comfort.

� e G20 safety harness is the 
newest addition to Gorilla’s G-Series 
and comes with a lower price tag. 
Yet, despite its lower price, the G20 
o� ers hunters all the comfort and safe-
ty found in the G30 model. � e fully 
adjustable straps deliver a comfortable 
and custom � t for hunters of all sizes 
and they are easy to slip on. � e G20 
features padded shoulders and arched 
waist and leg straps and, like the G30, it 
has an Energy Absorbing System tether 
to soften the felt impact if a fall should 
occur.  

Some hunters may already have 
a basic climbing harness but because 
buckles and straps are easily tan-
gled, they are inclined not to wear it. 
Gorilla has solved this problem with 
the Universal Safety Harness Comfort 
Kit which is a simple, comfortable, 

solution to the problem for installing 
an OEM harness system into an easy to 
wear vest. � e Universal Safety Harness 
Comfort Kit is designed for use with a 
basic full-body safety harness certi� ed 
to TMA standards. It should be noted 
no tools are required to install the har-
ness into the vest and that it includes 
extra wide shoulder and leg pads. 

Contact Gorilla Gear at (810) 241-
4833 for additional information. 

Robinson Outdoors
In 2011, Robinson Outdoors 

Products, manufacturers of 
ScentBlocker hunting apparel, com-
mitted to creating a level of excellence 
and performance in the area of tree-
stand safety by developing the Tree 
Spider, a safety vest that is lightweight 
and convenient to use. � e Tree Spider 
is one of the lightest safety harnesses 
available for hunting and is engineered 
to a new level of strength incorporat-
ed in a sleek, ultra-lightweight design.   
� e Tree Spider features webbing with 
a tangle-free design to provide the user 
with an intuitive, user-friendly safety 
system. 

A patented Spider Speed Clip inte-
gration system provides quick hook-
ups while the X-Web � t system per-
mits adjustable shoulder strap and 
leg adjustments for a custom � t.  Leg 
adjustments can be made quickly using 
two high quality Venom leg buckles. 
� e adjustable chest strap, with its 

durable YKK buckle, permits the vest to 
be adjusted for use with bulkier cloth-
ing.  An Ario mesh back reduces weight 
and provides ventilated comfort in 
warm weather. 

Installing or removing a treestand 
can be a dangerous endeavor but hunt-
ers can rest assured the integrated ver-
tical climbing loops and the Powerlink 
aluminum carabineer, which includes 
an adjustable tree strap, will keep them 
securely attached to the tree. � e Tree 
Spider Speed Harness is TMA tested 
and certi� ed. 

The lightweight, hunter-friend-
ly Speed Vest is an ingenious har-
ness system that is compatible with 
ScentBlocker jackets using the exclu-
sive Spider Speed Clips patented inte-
gration system. � e X-Web Fit Figure-8 
design eliminates excess straps and 
bulk so the vest goes on quickly and 
can be adjusted in a wink using the 
one-pull shoulder and leg adjustments. 
An Ario mesh back with contoured 
front and back panels increase comfort 
and a shock-absorbing bungee tether 

The G20 safety harness is the second 
addition to Gorilla’s G-Series. The fully 
adjustable straps provide a custom � t for 
hunters of all sizes. The padded shoulders, 
arched waist and leg straps will make 
a hunter so comfortable he may forget 
he’s wearing it.  The G20 safety harness is 
designed for hunters who desire an a� ord-
able harness without sacri� cing the qual-
ity or comfort of the popular G30. 

The new Universal Safety Harness 
Comfort Kit will � t most standard OEM 
harnesses that have been tested and certi-
� ed by an independent testing labora-
tory to meet or exceed TMA standards. It 
is designed to make an existing harness 
tangle free, easier to put on, and more 
comfortable to wear. This kit is lightweight 
with extra wide shoulder and leg pads for 
added comfort. 

Hunters who feel uncomfortable wear-
ing heavier safety vests will like how the 
Tree Spider Speed Vest brings a new level 
of strength in a sleek, ultra-lightweight 
design. Quick and easy to put on, the Tree 
Spider provides one of the most intuitive, 
user-friendly systems hunters can buy. The 
Speed Vest lives up to its name by hook-
ing up with just two padded leg loops and 
buckles along with a quick connect chest 
strap. Once on, the vest can be adjusted 
in a � ash using one-pull shoulder and 
leg adjustments. An Ario mesh back with 
contoured front and back panels provides 
comfort.
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reduces the impact of a fall. � e Speed 
Vest has two easy on, easy o�  Venom 
leg buckles and padded leg straps for 
additional comfort. For even more con-
venience, a waist adjustment strap with 

a YKK buckle 
and two side 
zippered pock-
ets for storage 
are standard. 
Also integrated 
into this sys-
tem are vertical 
climbing loops, 
a Powerlink 
a l u m i n u m 
carabiner, an 
a d j u s t a b l e 
treestrap and a  

suspension relief strap. A safety DVD is 
included as well. 

� e newest addition to the Tree 
Spider lineup is the Tree Spider Micro 
Harness, which weighs just 1.7 pounds.  
� e Tree Spider Micro Harness is brand 
new for 2012 and o� ers hunters the 

same comfort 
and versatility 
they’ve come 
to expect from 
Tree Spider 
products,  all 
incorporated 
in a slimmer, 
lighter weight 
package.

� e new Tree Spider Micro Harness 
features patented Speed Clips, which 
allow a hunter to attach the harness 
into his or her favorite TreeSpider-
compatible ScentBlocker jacket.   � e 
Micro Harness also features a popu-
lar bungee tether, quick release Spider 
metal  leg buckles and easy adjust-
ments.

If a hunter falls from his stand, the 
Tree Spider Livewire Decent System 
may save his life. � e Livewire is 
designed for one time use and provides 
a totally hands-free descent. When acti-
vated, it automatically lowers a hunter 
to the ground so that he doesn’t remain 
hanging suspended from his safety 
harness. � e Livewire is lightweight, 
small and simple to use and features a 
lightweight aluminum Powerlink cara-
bineer for attachment to the tree. � e 
unit is self contained in its own pouch 
and attaches easily to the treestand in 
case it’s ever needed. For additional 
information contact Robinson Outdoor 
Products at (800) 397-1927.

a YKK buckle 
and two side 
zippered pock-
ets for storage 
are standard. 
Also integrated 
into this sys-
tem are vertical 
climbing loops, 
a Powerlink 
a l u m i n u m 
carabiner, an 
a d j u s t a b l e 
treestrap and a  

and versatility 
they’ve come 
to expect from 
Tree Spider 
products,  all 
incorporated 
in a slimmer, 
lighter weight 
package.

Lightweight and tangle-free, the Spider 
Micro Harness blends innovative design 
with user-friendly features for fast, safe 
operation in and out of a treestand.  The 
harness provides vertical climbing loops, 
a Powerlink aluminum carabineer and an 
adjustable tree strap. It should be noted 
the Tree Spider Speed Harness does not 
include a climbing belt. 

If a fall should occur, a hunter needs to 
get safely down from the tree and the 
Livewire Descent System is what he can 
depend on.  Small and lightweight, the 
Livewire clips onto a tree strap’s soft web-
bing loop while the other end clips to the 
harness tether. The unit is self contained in 
a small, lightweight pouch that includes a 
lightweight aluminum Powerlink carabiner 
for attachment. This device is intended for 
one time emergency use at heights of 25 
feet or less.
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Muddy Outdoors
� e basic philosophy at Muddy 

Outdoors is to design products for func-
tion, simplicity and safety.  Designed 
by hard core hunters and � eld tested 
under severe hunting conditions, each 
Muddy product must perform to exact-
ing expectations before it is o� ered to 
the public.  � e company notes that 
safety is the number one design feature 
in each of the products and that every 
product it sells is thoroughly tested 
both in the � eld as well as in the lab.  

Muddy Outdoors is a mem-
ber of the Treestand Manufacturers 
Association and your customers will be 
happy to know Muddy’s entire product 
line is tested by an independent labora-
tory to rigid TMA testing speci� cations.  

� e Safeguard Climbing Harness 
combines safety, silence and light 
weight into what the company says is 
a minimalist design with only a frac-
tion of the surface area of other safety 
vests on the market.  Less fabric means 
less scent and less weight for the hunt-
er. � e Safeguard Safety Harness also 
features super-silent, rubber-coated 

parachute buckles to ensure rock-solid 
connections and safe operation. 

� e company says the Safeguard 
uses the lightest and quietest cam 
buckles on the market and that they 
are in� nitely adjustable and lock with-
out noise. Hunters will appreciate the 
integrated binocular straps that take 
the weight of binoculars o�  the neck 
and puts it on the harness. � e Safety 
System has everything needed to climb 
and hunt safely including a Suspension 
Relief System (SRS) to prevent blood 
pooling should a fall occur.  Muddy 
Outdoors can be reached at (877) 366-
8339.

Hunter Safety System
Hunter Safety System has been in 

business since 2001 and is a company 
committed to hunter safety.  � e com-
pany motto is “Dedicated to Saving 
Hunter’s Lives” and it has hundreds of 
letters from users who escaped serious 
injury testifying to that fact. Over the 
past 11 years the company has pro-
duced high quality products and has 
measured its success in the number 
of lives saved. � e company currently 
o� ers eight di� erent safety vests includ-
ing one for women and another for 
young hunters. 

� e ProSeries and Lady ProSeries 

safety vests are loaded with features 
beginning with slimline tailoring and a 
ventilated mesh construction that per-
mits all season comfort. To keep acces-
sories like calls, bow hooks, cell phone 
or even chewing gum handy, two zip-
pered chest pockets, two security pock-
ets and four large, quick access pockets 
keep all of these items close at hand. 
Binoculars and range� nders are always 
at the ready and kept at the hunter’s � n-
gertips by handy accessory straps.  For 
added protection, the HSS 600 includes 
a suspension relief strap so a hunter 
can take the pressure o�  his lower body 
in the event of a fall.  � e ProSeries HSS 
600 vest comes in Realtree AP or Mossy 
Oak Break Up In� nity camou� age pat-
terns. 

Women hunters are increasing 
in numbers and the Hunter Safety 
System LadyPro Series safety harness 
is designed especially for them. � is 

Muddy Outdoors made the Safeguard 
Series extremely lightweight, simple and 
comfortable. The tangle free design goes 
on quickly, even in the dark and there’s 
no need to buy anything else because the 
Safeguard harness comes standard with a 
tree strap, lineman rope and a suspension 
relief strap.

The new Pro Series safety vests by Hunter 
Safety System are now stronger and light-
er than previous models. The Pro Series 
o� ers saddle style leg straps to reduce 
stress across key areas of the thighs, legs 
and hips. Hunters will appreciate how the 
waist and leg straps are fully adjustable. 
A suspension relief/deer drag strap is 
included and the separate tether features 
breakaway stitching on the for enhanced 
protection from injury in a fall. A lineman’s 
climbing strap is included and handy vest 
loops o� er convenient attachment points. 
Included are written instructions with pho-
tos and an instructional DVD.

The new Lady Pro Series safety harnesses 
o� er all the features of the regular Pro 
Series HSS vest but with re� nements spe-
ci� cally designed for the female physique. 
The Lady Pro is loaded with all the latest 
upgrades and safety features, plus it o� ers 
the ventilating mesh-design back for cool 
hunting in hot weather. Each Lady Pro vest 
comes with a lineman’s climbing strap and 
a suspension-relief/deer-drag strap. The 
new harness is accented with small touch-
es of pink along the shoulders and pockets 
to show HSS’s commitment to breast-
cancer awareness, as a portion of the sale 
of each vest will be donated to breast can-
cer research. The Lady Pro Series will be 
available in Realtree APG and Mossy Oak 
In� nity Patterns. 

The Maxima® Series with Dual Spine Weight Forward™ 
The future of hunting is now: Arrows designed specifically to harness the power and energy

 of today’s high-speed bows. The Carbon Express Maxima® Series.   Engineered with
Dual Spine Weight Forward™ Technology to recover faster, and deliver superior accuracy.

Don’t just change your arrow. Change the game. Shoot better. Carbon Express®.
visit carbonexpressarrows.com

Want to Change 
the Game? Change your arrow.
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The Maxima® Series with Dual Spine Weight Forward™ 
The future of hunting is now: Arrows designed specifically to harness the power and energy

 of today’s high-speed bows. The Carbon Express Maxima® Series.   Engineered with
Dual Spine Weight Forward™ Technology to recover faster, and deliver superior accuracy.

Don’t just change your arrow. Change the game. Shoot better. Carbon Express®.
visit carbonexpressarrows.com

Want to Change 
the Game? Change your arrow.
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safety vest is tailored to provide a com-
fortable � t combined with unique slim-
line tailoring. Women will appreciate 
how the ventilated mesh construction 
allows for all season comfort in almost 
any hunting conditions. � is vest has 
pockets galore and includes two zip-
pered chest pockets, two security pock-
ets and four large, quick access pockets 
to keep all necessary equipment close 
at hand. Dual binocular/range� nder 
straps keep optics only inches away and 
always at the ready.  

� is year HSS has introduced the 
Hybrid by combining the best features 
of both the full-featured HSS Pro Series 
vest and the lightweight, streamlined 
HSS Ultralite X-Treme vest. Built on the 
patented lightweight harness system, 
which provides strength and comfort 
when seated or standing at full draw, 
the Hybrid’s upper portion is stream-
lined to minimize bulk when worn over 
hunting clothes. � e Hybrid’s lower 
portion features six pockets, including 
two � eece-lined hand-warmer pock-
ets, two security pockets and a pair of 
quick-access utility pockets. Smart fab-
rics are used to reduce the vest’s overall 
weight to only 3 pounds and to keep it 

deadly quiet at any temperature. With 
only three simple yet strong buckles 
to connect, the Hybrid is easy to put 
on, and there are no dangling straps 
or confusing weave-throughs. Like the 
ProSeries, the Hybrid also features a 
built-in binocular/accessory strap sys-
tem for convenience on stand.

Many bowhunters also hunt with a 
� rearm in the appropriate season so the 
HSS Reversible 400 and 100 vests may 
appeal to them.  � e Reversible is the 
answer for those bowhunters who can’t 
resist heading to the woods toting a 
ri� e or shotgun during the appropriate 
season because the vest is lightweight 
and reverses from either a Realtree AP 
or Mossy Oak Break-Up In� nity cam-
ou� age pattern to blaze orange.  � e 
Reversible is a full featured vest and 
allows for layering when the temper-
ature plummets. Two zippered chest 
pockets and two convenient side pock-
ets help keep gear handy and secure 
when still hunting or even when on a 
deer drive, should that be the order of 
the day.  Changing from a bowhunting 

mode to a gun mode is easy because 
there’s no need to own two vests. All 
that’s required is to simply reverse the 
unit so that the blaze orange is on the 
outside to meet or exceed the safety 
requirements of most states. 

Not all hunters have the conve-
nience of being able to drive an ATV or 
other vehicle close to their treestands 
so they may have to walk a signi� cant 
distance to get there. For them the less 
they have to carry the better, so the 
Ultralite X-Treme safety vest may be 
what they are looking for.  � e Ultralite 
X-Treme provides lightweight safety 
and security with minimal bulk and is 
perfect for layering right over existing 
camo throughout the season.  � e high 
de� nition Realtree AP camo pattern 
virtually disappears on the body while 
handy binocular straps keep optics at 
the ready. � e shoulder straps are pad-
ded for comfort and the trim � t con-
struction has less bulk.

Not every hunter needs a lot of 
extras, just good, basic protection is all 
they ask and the HSS Ultralite � ts their 
requirements.  � is safety vest deliv-
ers versatile performance at an eco-
nomical price and at just 2-1/2 pounds 
is one of the lightest harness systems 

The HSS Hybrid vest is designed to be 
lightweight and to minimize bulk when 
worn over hunting clothing. Featuring two 
� eece-lined hand-warmer pockets, two 
security pockets and a pair of quick-access 
utility pockets, hunters will � nd they have 
a place for almost all their accessories. 
They will also appreciate how new, smart 
fabrics reduce overall weight to a mere 
3 pounds while remaining durable and 
deadly quiet at any temperature.

The new Pro Series safety vests by Hunter 
Safety System are now stronger and light-
er than previous models. The Pro Series 
o� ers saddle style leg straps to reduce 
stress across key areas of the thighs, legs 
and hips. Hunters will appreciate how the 
waist and leg straps are fully adjustable. A 
suspension relief/deer drag strap is includ-
ed and the tether features breakaway 
stitching for enhanced protection from 
injury in a fall. A lineman’s climbing strap 
is included and handy vest loops o� er con-
venient attachment points. Included are 
written instructions with photos and an 
instructional DVD.

The Lil’ Treestalker by Hunter Safety 
System can provide peace of mind for you 
and a little hunting buddy because it is 
built to the same rigorous speci� cations of 
every system HSS o� ers.  It is comfortable 
enough for a youngster to wear all day 
and has a wide range of adjustments that 
assures years of use for children from 50 
to 120 pounds. This TMA Certi� ed youth 
model makes it just a little easier to teach 
youngsters ethical, safe hunting practices.  
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available. Padded, fully adjustable 
shoulder straps help alleviate pressure 
when carrying stands or tree climbing 
equipment and allow for layering over 
any hunting clothing regardless of the 
season. 

Having even fewer frills than the 
Ultralite, the HSS TreeStalker o� ers 
value without sacri� cing safety.  � is 
lightweight unit provides maximum 

safety without breaking the bank.  
� e patented interior design of the 
TreeStalker trims back on exterior 
extras some hunters may not need but 
still uses a lightweight fabric for less 
bulk and excellent breathability.  

Taking a child or grandchild hunt-
ing is always a great way to enjoy the 
outdoors and the Lil' TreeStalker is 
the way to start them o�  right when it 
comes to teaching safety in the � eld.  
Little ones can share a stand with a 
father, uncle or grandfather and the 
adults can rest assured their small com-
panions are fully protected from a fall.  
� is unit is designed with the same 
attention to detail the adult harnesses 
o� er including lightweight leg buckles 
and a premium HSS harness design. It 

is available in the Realtree AP pattern 
only.  

Some hunters like sharing a trees-
tand and the HSS Lifeline Plus with its 
two attachment points makes hunting 
safe as well as fun. � e Lifeline Plus will 
accommodate stands up to 30 feet o�  
the ground and allows both climbers 
to remain attached to the tree from the 
ground to the stand and back again. 
� is is the perfect setup when hunting 
with a spouse, child or friend. Reach 
Hunter Safety Systems by calling (256) 
773-7732. 

Summit
� e Seat-O-� e-Pants (S.O.P.) line 

of safety harnesses by Summit protect 
hunters from falls without limiting 
movement. Each harness is comfort-
able and functional and includes a line-
man-style climbing belt with an adjust-
able design and leg straps that won't 
cause groin injury in the event of a fall.

The Original Seat-O-The-Pants 
Safety Harness is a four-point, full-
body hunting safety harness that 
stores inside a sewn-on pouch for easy 
access. Hunters like it because it is 

father, uncle or grandfather and the 

panions are fully protected from a fall.  
� is unit is designed with the same 

The all American made Seat-O-The Pants 
by Summit can be worn under hunting 
clothes so a hunter can rig up before he 
leaves home or camp thus saving time 
when arriving at his hunting location. The 
6,000 pound strength polyester webbing is 
strong yet lightweight and the low-pro� le 
interlocking buckles are rubber coated for 
absolute silence. Each Original S.O.P. har-
ness comes with a heavy duty safety rope 
with a sliding Prusik hitch.
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 Advancing archery technology 
one innovation at a time.
We’re not content with developing 
products using the same materials and 
the same ideas – we move forward. 
Our new Ballistix Copolymer System 
makes the Cypher sights lighter and 
quieter without compromising strength. 
There’s no other sight like it. And it’s 
proof that...Precision is in our blood.

SYSTEM

• THE STRENGTH OF ALUMINUM BUT 25% LIGHTER

• THE SOFT TOUCH BALLISTIX COATING DELIVERS
     ADDED VIBRATION REDUCTION

SEE OUR ENTIRE SERIES OF CYPHER SIGHTS AT TROPHYRIDGE.COM

CYPHER 3, 5 AND 7 PINS CONTRAST GLO RING – SIGHT LIGHT INCLUDED

 Advancing archery technology 

The New Cypher™ Series Sights

NO-TOOLS WINDAGES WINDAGES
AND ELEVATION
ADJUSTMENTS
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light, comfortable and easy to use.  � e 
original S.O.P. has a tangle-free design 
and a convenient fanny pack to store 
all the straps when hiking in or out of 
the woods. � e webbing is made from 
lightweight 6,000 pound strength poly-
ester and the low-pro� le interlocking 
buckles are rubber coated for abso-
lute silence. In the event of a fall, a 
break-away tether cushions the impact 
and aids in recovery. Each Original 
S.O.P. harness comes with a heavy duty 
safety rope with a sliding Prusik hitch. 
(According to Wikipedia a "Prusik" is a 
friction hitch or knot used to put a loop 
of cord around a rope; more casually it 
is the term used for any friction hitch or 
device that can grab a rope. It is named 
for Dr. Karl Prusik, an Austrian moun-
taineer.)

Summit’s FastBack treestand safety 
harness features a lightweight, tangle-
free design that will keep a hunter cool 
and comfortable on those warm weath-
er hunts. It has all of the fall protec-
tion features needed but without any 
added bulk or uncomfortable straps. A 
hunter can move freely while wearing 
the FastBack and it can be worn over or 
under standard hunting clothes. Quick, 
positive hook-ups are literally a snap 
because of the simple leg and waist 
buckle design. Rubber coated D-rings 

allow the safety rope to be used as a 
lineman's style climbing belt and the 
high tether strap includes sewn "break-
aways" designed to absorb the shock 
of a fall. Each FastBack harness comes 
with a heavy duty safety rope with a 
sliding Prusik hitch. 

� e FastBack Deluxe has all the 
safety and convenience features of the 
FastBack, including a lightweight, tan-
gle-free design, breakaway tether strap 
and low pro� le rubber coated buckles. 
� e Deluxe model also includes a wider 
belt design, sewn fabric back and space 
to add two handy side pouches to carry 
hunting essentials like calls, scents 
or other small items.  Each FastBack 
Deluxe harness comes with a heavy 
duty safety rope with a sliding Prusik 
hitch, a sewn fabric back, low pro� le 
buckles that won't snag on your clothes 
and a high quality locking carabineer 
and snap clip to convert the safety rope 
into a lineman's belt. 

If a fall should occur, Summit 
also o� ers the S.O.P Tree Descender 
that allows a hunter to get back safely 
to the ground.  � e unit consists of a 
safety rope and two Prusik knots for 
foot holds. It is lightweight, compact 
and stores easily in an outer pocket.  
Contact Summit Treestands at (256) 
353-0634 for additional information. 

FallGuy 
Earlier fall restraint systems had 

the bad reputation of being restrictive 
of a hunter’s movement. � e FallGuy 
Vest/Harness System eliminates that 
problem because it uses automotive 

industry know-how to distribute a 
hunter’s weight to all the right places. In 
the event of a fall, the hunter is secured 
and can recover to reach safety.

� e FallGuy Harness utilizes silent-
coated 100 percent steel mating buck-
les rated to 4,000 pounds and harness 
webbing rated to 5,000 pounds. It’s easy 
to put on, strong, silent and so comfort-
able to wear, a hunter might forget he’s 
using it until the time it saves his life.

� e FallGuy Vest features an inte-
grated attachment to the harness, and 
is removable for washing. With plenty 
of storage pockets, it comes in either 
Mossy Oak Break Up camou� age or 
blaze orange. 

For those on a budget, the FallGuy 
harness is available without the vest but 
it still o� ers the same features as the 
Vest/Harness combination including 
all steel silent coated mating buckles 
and harness webbing rated to 5,000 
pounds.  

Wearing a safety harness is the � rst 
step to take when climbing a tree but 
it’s not the only step a hunter must take 

to add two handy side pouches to carry 
hunting essentials like calls, scents 
or other small items.  Each FastBack 
Deluxe harness comes with a heavy 
duty safety rope with a sliding Prusik 
hitch, a sewn fabric back, low pro� le 
buckles that won't snag on your clothes 
and a high quality locking carabineer 
and snap clip to convert the safety rope 
into a lineman's belt. 

also o� ers the S.O.P Tree Descender 
that allows a hunter to get back safely 
to the ground.  � e unit consists of a 
safety rope and two Prusik knots for 
foot holds. It is lightweight, compact 
and stores easily in an outer pocket.  
Contact Summit Treestands at (256) 
353-0634 for additional information. 

The FallGuy safety vest is simple and 
easy to put on even at the base of the tree. 
The harness can be easily removed from 
the vest and can be washed separately. It 
features a waist buckle strap and leg strap 
design and includes four easy access pock-
ets and a secure backtag holder.

Summit is committed to the design prin-
ciples of safety, silence, comfort, and con-
cealment and the FastBack Deluxe safety 
harness meets all those criteria. As with all 
harnesses in the S.O.P. line, the FastBack 
Deluxe features a lightweight, tangle-free 
design, a safety rope with Prusik knot, and 
a breakaway tether strap. Features unique 
to the Deluxe harness include a wider belt 
design, a mesh back for hot weather com-
fort, and two handy side pouches to carry 
hunting essentials like calls, scents, and 
other small items.

The Prusik knot was developed in 1931 
by Dr.Karl Prusik and is widely used in 
mountaineering, rock climbing and sail-
ing. It can be the least expensive way for 
a hunter to attach to the tree but it does 
require one hand to push it up or to pull it 
down the safety rope when climbing. 
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to insure full safety.  � e tether strap 
on the vest must be connected to a 
climbing rope and Prusik knot before 
stepping o�  the ground. A Prusik knot 
will safely prevent a fall but it must be 
pushed up the tree ahead of the climb-
ing hunter. � is means the hunter must 
remove his hand from his climbing lad-
der or tree step to advance the knot up 
or down the rope. � e system works but 
there is a better way.   

FallGuy o� ers hunters one of the 
most innovative safety devices on 
the market. � e FallGuy Retractor 20 
was developed by Jerry DeMeyer and 
Pat Gorman, two automotive safety 
engineers charged with � nding ways 
to utilize seat belt safety technol-
ogy outside the automotive industry.  
� e pair was shocked to discover the 
number of hunters who were killed or 
injured in treestand accidents every 
year and came up with the idea of the 
FallGuy retractor. When their employer 
declined to pursue the opportunity, the 
men decided to form their own com-
pany and applied their knowledge of 
seat belt technology to hunting. 

A hunter in his stand is fully pro-
tected if he is wearing a safety harness 
but that’s not where the majority of tree-
stand accidents happen. Jerry Wydner 
is executive vice president at Hunter 
Safety Systems and vice president of the 
Treestand Manufactures Association. 
Wydner told us studies show about 86 
percent of treestand accidents occur 

when a hunter is climbing up or com-
ing down from the tree. � e FallGuy 
Retractor 20 effectively eliminates 
these falls because it works like a car or 
truck’s seat belt system.  If a fall should 
occur, centrifugal force stops the fall 
the same way seat belts restrain you in 

a sudden stop. Twenty feet of stowed 
webbing retracts as the hunter climbs 
and extends when he descends. � e 
FallGuy 20 provides mobility, comfort, 
and peace of mind and easily clips on 
the tether strap of any safety harness.  
� e manufacturer, Integrated Safety, 
can be reached by calling (248) 852-
3579.

Mountaineer Sports
� e Control Descent System (CDS) 

by Mountaineer Sports is the only full 
body harness on the market that allows 
the user to descend the tree in a con-
trolled manner should a fall occur. � e 
unique feature of the CDS system is that 
it is not a "one and done" deal because 
it is reusable.

Dr. Norman Wood, MD is the com-
pany owner and told us not everyone 
realizes the dangers of hunting from 
elevated treestands.  Wood noted 
countless hunters have fallen for a vari-
ety of reasons with many resulting in 
serious injury and even death. Even 
with the use of a full body harness 
system the result can be fatal due to 
suspension trauma.  

Wood explained suspension trau-
ma occurs in a matter of minutes to 
anyone suspended by a full body har-
ness.  “� e heart pumps blood into the 
legs but the harness restricts the blood 

a sudden stop. Twenty feet of stowed 

with the use of a full body harness 

when a hunter is climbing up or com-

webbing retracts as the hunter climbs 

The FallGuy 20 Foot Retractor is one of 
the most innovative safety products on 
the market. A hunter is always securely 
attached to the tree from the moment his 
foot leaves the ground until he is safely 
back again. Working like an automotive 
seat belt system, the FallGuy Retractor fol-
lows a hunter up and down the tree and 
will automatically lock in place if a fall 
should occur. FallGuy is now o� ering spe-
cial pricing to dealers. Call them at 866-
477-6723 for more information. 

The Mountaineer Control Descent System 
not only keeps a hunter safe while in a tree 
hunting it will allow him to safely return to 
the ground if a fall should occur.  The CDS 
by Mountaineer is the only self contained 
safety harness and descent system on the 
market. What’s more it’s reusable, easily 
repacked, and comes with complete writ-
ten instructions and a DVD. Pulling the 
orange strap releases a brake on the line 
that's stored in snaking loops on the back.
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from returning to the upper body.  � is 
results in a rapid and dangerous decline 
in circulation and blood pressure.  Tests 
conducted by NASA showed that in as 
little as � ve minutes the body’s reduced 
level of circulating blood and oxygen 
can result in unconsciousness and ulti-
mately death. Our new Rescue One 
CDS Full Body Harness is designed to 
prevent these life-threatening occur-
rences by allowing the user who has 
fallen and cannot recover to climb back 
to the stand or, in a controlled manner, 
lower himself to the ground,” Dr. Wood 
told us. “You control it and it is not an 
automatic descending unit like some 
on the market today.  An automatic 
descending unit will take you to the 
ground even if you can get back on 
your stand and if you use an automatic 
descending unit, you must dispose of 
it and your harness for safety reasons,” 
he added. 

Wood quickly noted if a hunter falls 
while wearing the Rescue One CDS, 
and they can get back up onto the 
stand, they should do so. However, if 
this isn’t possible  then they can acti-
vate the CDS and safely lower them-
selves to the ground. 

� e unique feature of the CDS 

system is that it is reusable. If it is ever 
needed and deployed, a hunter can 
repack it and reuse it on subsequent 
hunts.  For more information contact 
the Keyser, West Virginia based com-
pany at (877) 683-7678. 

TreeLine 
The Rescue Step Self-Rescue 

Device by TreeLine Treestands Inc. 
located in Decatur, Alabama is another 
product that can save a hunter’s life. 
With the Rescue Step if a hunter falls 
out of his stand he can easily climb 
back in or lower himself to the ground 
without injury. 

� e steps are simply secured to the 
tree with a two inch strap of nylon web-
bing just below the height of the seat for 
any treestand.  If needed, a hunter sim-
ply pulls the designated handle on the 
bag containing three steps to release 
them from the bag. He can then climb 
back into the stand or, by standing on 
a step, use it to relieve harness pressure 
on his legs.  � e level of the steps can be 
adjusted to the height where his feet are 
hanging to prevent suspension trau-
ma.  For additional information contact 
TreeLine Treestands at (256) 350-3315. 

Safety vests just like seat belts save 
lives and this impacts the dealer in 
several ways.  By o� ering high quality 
safety equipment, you as a dealer can 
avoid seeing valued customers killed 
or injured in an accident that is entirely 
preventable.  In addition, these cus-
tomers will be back in your store in the 
future.  Fortunately, the manufacturers 
featured in this article have recognized 
this need and o� er a variety of products 
that help ensure a hunter’s safety. Jerry 
Demeyer of Fall Guy told us, “It’s not a 
single guy going up a tree, it’s the whole 
family. What happens to them if he gets 
hurt or killed? � e whole family will pay 
the price.”  

Today, there’s no excuse for a hunt-
er not to wear a safety harness while 
climbing a tree. Modern harnesses are 
comfortable, easy to use and practical 
and all of us have the responsibility to 
educate as many as possible to do so. 
When I hear someone say, “I’ve been 
climbing trees all my life and I’ve never 
fallen and besides, a safety harness is 
too expensive.” I simply ask them what 
they think a broken back is worth.  

lives and this impacts the dealer in 
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safety equipment, you as a dealer can 
avoid seeing valued customers killed 
or injured in an accident that is entirely 
preventable.  In addition, these cus-
tomers will be back in your store in the 
future.  Fortunately, the manufacturers 
featured in this article have recognized 
this need and o� er a variety of products 
that help ensure a hunter’s safety. Jerry 
Demeyer of Fall Guy told us, “It’s not a 
single guy going up a tree, it’s the whole 
family. What happens to them if he gets 
hurt or killed? � e whole family will pay 
the price.”  

er not to wear a safety harness while 
climbing a tree. Modern harnesses are 
comfortable, easy to use and practical 
and all of us have the responsibility to 
educate as many as possible to do so. 
When I hear someone say, “I’ve been The Rescue Step by TreeLine Tree Stands 

is an accessory for attaching to a climbing 
treestand. If needed, a designated pull 
strap deploys to release a secondary set 
of three PVC steps so a hunter can easily 
climb back to his stand or prevent suspen-
sion trauma.
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